INTRODUCTION
During the heyday of anti-poverty activism in the 1960s, scholars, lawyers and community organizers recognized that law reform might play an important catalytic role in promoting movements for social change. This insight helped fuel the creation of organizations whose very names (e.g., "Mobilization for Youth," or "MFY Legal Services") reflected the goal of cultivating community activism.' Later efforts to institutionalize legal support-including Ed Sparer's work with the Center for Social Welfare Policy and Law-further drew upon the potential synergies between lawyers pursuing legal reforms and activists building grassroots welfare rights . MOVEMENT, 1960 MOVEMENT, -1973 MOVEMENT, , at 81-95 (1993 , describing the litigation campaign that established due process rights for welfare recipients whose assistance grants were terminated by the government; and ARYEH NEIER, ONLYJUDGMENT: THE LIMITS OF LITIGATION IN SOCIAL CHANGE 127-40 (1982) , describing the law reform campaign to secure adequate welfare assistance. See also Rand E. Rosenblatt, Legal Entitlements and Welfare Benefits, in THE POLITICS OF LAW 262, 262 (David Kairys ed., 1982) (noting that in the 1960s there was a "belief that law could and should play a major role in changing relationships of highly unequal power"); Jonathan Zasloff, Children, Families, and Bureaucrats: A Prehistory of Welfare Reform, 14J.L. & POL. 225, 268-69 (1998) (describing the Office of Economic Opportunity and its establishment of local community action boards with the requirement of "'maximum feasible participation' of low-income people themselves," and the parallel creation of "the legal services agencies that quickly became adept at bringing class action lawsuits challenging the administration of and eligibility standards for [Aid to Families with Dependent Children]"). 1 To take but one highly visible example, Congress has prohibited any political activity, or facilitation of such activity, by lawyers for the poor who work in offices that receive any federal funds. See Omnibus Consolidated Rescissions and Appropriations Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-134, 110 Stat. 1321, § 504(a) (1996) (barring attorneys employed by a law office that receives any federal Legal Services Corporation ("LSC") funds from engaging in legislative advocacy, administrative advocacy or organizing, or facilitating or encouraging client participation in those activities). 12 See Frances Fox Piven, Welfare Movement Rises, NATION, May 8, 2000, at 4, 5 ("Below the radar screen of press and politicians, scores of grassroots groups are waging fights at the local and state level to expose the realities of welfare reform and the lowwage labor market .... There are signs that these local efforts are coalescing into a national movement .... ' ). 13 See, e.g., Howard S. Erlanger & Gabrielle Lessard, Mobilizing Law Schools in Response to Povrty: A Report on Experiments in Progress, 43J. LEGAL EDUC. 199, 201 (1993) ars discussing, among other topics, how lawyers for subordinated groups can work with a broader community to precipitate progressive change. Talking variously about facilitating client empowerment, 14 about advancing economic justice," and about "resist[ing] systemic subordination,"' " the participants in this movement seek to construct practices that reshape the substance and processes of legal advocacy to support community-based activism and promote a substantive version
of socialjustice. This Article examines a collaboration between a grassroots welfare rights organization, the Welfare Rights Initiative (WRI), and a law school clinic that I direct at the City University of New York School of Law (CUNY). Both WRI and the CUNY clinic came into being in response to draconian welfare policies imposed by New York City in the mid-1990s-policies that, among other unfortunate consequences, ("By challenging the efficacy of social change strategies that separate the assertion of legal rights from inquiries about the role and effect of the legal system, the new poverty law movement is reconceptualizing, rather than abandoning, the project of using law to create social change."); see also Eric K. Yamamoto, Critical Race Praxis: Race Theory and Political Lawyering Practice in Post-Civil Rights America, 95 MICiH. L. REv. 821, 828 (1997) (discussing how to bridge the gap between progressive race theory and political lawyering practice in order to promote economic justice). 14 [Vol. 150:173
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forced thousands of welfare mothers to drop out of the City University of New York and abandon their pursuit of a college degree. Over the past several years, this joint venture has provided rights education and legal representation to large numbers of individuals, organized grassroots pressure for more humane social welfare policies, and sought, with some success, legislative reforms at the state and local levels. I present this collaboration as a case study of a purposefully structured, mutually reinforcing interaction between legal advocacy, law reform, and grassroots activism in the poverty context. What emerges from this localized experience is a fluid, multidirectional relationship between social mobilization and law reform, in which each activity can catalyze and in turn be amplified by the other. The WRI activists, the clinic interns, and the individual clients collaborated not solely through case-specific advocacy, but also through group-based transactional approaches, and in ways that reconfigure and redefine the traditional hierarchy of lawyer-client relations. I do not suggest that these very particular and contingent experiences support any firm claims or overarching conclusions. The more modest hope is that this case study might contribute incrementally to the knowledge base of social justice practitioners and help illuminate the relationship between law reform and social activism."' Part I situates the case study in the broader context of the "new poverty law" and emerging strategies for the design of collaborative lawyer-client relations that can facilitate and support broader movements for social change. Part II provides a partial account of the social context and "welfare reform" policies that gave rise to the WRIclinic alliance. Part III presents the case study, describing the establishment of the partnership and the theoretical justifications for the relationship that we sought to generate; the work that we undertook; and the reform that we precipitated, including the indirect effects that the work triggered. Part IVjoins the case study with the themes of this Symposium, asking whether prevailing theories of social movement might provide a deeper understanding of this collaboration or similar efforts to realize synergies between social mobilization and law reform 18 For a collection of "innovative practices," see LOUISE G. TRUBEK & JENNIFERJ. in the context of economic justice.
I. THE NEW POVERTY LAW MOVEMENT
During the "War on Poverty" of the 1960s, Ed Sparer and others combined social activism and legal work to create a new form of practice now known through the shorthand "poverty law.""' The idea was that lawyers for the poor should transcend the customary legal aid model of providing only traditional representation in a series of unrelated, individual, private-law disputes, and instead take on the task of securing systemic and institutional changes that would alleviate poverty itself. The innovative work of this period generated a vibrant political discussion about the propriety of this new role, and how poverty lawyers could best contribute to the social transformations they viewed as essential. At the Center for Social Welfare Policy and Law and MFY Legal Services,. poverty lawyers worked toward their goal through an ambitious litigation strategy that sought, with many intermediate steps, to establish what Sparer called a "right to live"-a federal constitutional right to economic support. 2 ' But Sparer emphasized that litigation alone could not achieve fundamental social change; legal strategies had to be coupled with grassroots political strategies. The 19 See Robert L. Bach, Building Community Among Diversity: Legal Services for Impoverished Immigrants, 27 U. MICH.J.L. REFORM 639, 644 (1994) (observing that in the 1960s "[l]egal services were viewed not only as a social service outreach effort but also as a mobilizing force for social change"); Ruth Margaret Buchanan, Context, Continuity, and Difference in Poverty Law Scholarship, 48 U. MIAMI L. REv. 999, 1010 (1994) ("While the notion of legal aid for the poor has been around almost as long as the legal profession, the decade of the 1960s marked a period of substantial invigoration and of the flourishin of efforts to use law to transform society on behalf of the disadvantaged.").
See DAvIS, supra note 2, at 28-32 (describing Ed Sparer's development of a new model of poverty law at the MFY Legal Unit, a model that rejected "piecemeal direct legal services in the Legal Aid tradition" in favor of "targeted study and direct litigation designed to change the institutional structure that created and sustained poverty"); Stephen Wexler, Practicing Law for Poor People, 79 YALE L.J. 1049, 1053 (1970) ("The properjob for a poor people's lawyer is helping poor people to organize themselves to change things so that either no one is poor or (less radically) so that poverty does not entail misery."). 21 [Vol. 150:173 two endeavors might be designed to be mutually reinforcing: law reform efforts might activate movements for social change, and those movements, in turn, might lay the groundwork-or create the political atmosphere or public support-necessary for further progress through 22 the courts or the legislatures. As Sparer later wrote, the role of the poverty lawyer was to help "develop ... a constituency which will decide for itself., 23 This approach did not require lawyers to be organizers, but it did mean that lawyers would work closely with organizers in groups that afforded welfare recipients and the poor a public space within which to make strategic decisions based on their own experiences and perceived sense of need. Sparer emphasized that the central role of poverty lawyers should be to help build a welfare rights movement and to put themselves "at the service of [the movement]so as to help it become a more forceful part of American politics. '' 2 4 Current discussions about the relationship between social movements and law reform take place in a less optimistic context than that of the 1960s.2 By the 1970s, the Supreme Court had definitively placed positive rights outside the domain of federal constitutional law, 6 rejecting not only a narrow welfarist conception of minimum entitlements, 27 but also the broader idea that the Constitution embraces See Diller, supra note 5, at 1411 ("By 1971, Sparer was arguing that 'the first step in a grand strategy for lawyers in advancing welfare rights is to serve, and thereby help build, an independent rights movement."' (quoting Sparer, supra note 21, at 88)); cf NEIER, supra note 2, at 140 ("The Supreme Court could take on the enormous task of ending legal segregation .... But the Court would not and could not establish [] for the poor a right to live... [because] the claim by the poor that they had a right to subsistence seemed to most Americans to lack morality.").
23 Sparer, supra note 21, at 87. 24 Id. 25 Moreover, by applying only the most feeble and deferential form of rationality review to laws affecting the poor, the Court allowed state and federal welfare programs to function as instruments of subordination that debased and stigmatized the poor and served to perpetuate inequality and indignity. 2 V' As poverty became more entrenched, liberal scholars voiced an increasing lack of faith in the idea that law-at least in its judicialized form-could meaningfully resolve problems of inequality and deprivation. Meanwhile, the Legal Services Corporation, changing ideological course, explicitly renounced the goal of "achieving social change., 3 commentators increasingly questioned the entire premise of the law reform enterprise, suggesting that a law-based strategy may be "ill suited to the poverty law context because it puts lawyers-whose knowledge of the issues facing poor clients is at best second-hand-at the center of power and decision making in the movement.-2 Poverty lawyers began to reflect self-critically on whether they could play any legitimate role in the struggles that poor people face,' considering whether they would do best by helping "people subordinated by political and social life [to] learn to recognize and value and extend their own problem-solving know-how.,3 4 At least some of this second-generation discussion proceeded on pessimistic terms that, ironically, placed the lawyer center-stage in the underlying narrative. 5 In the last decade, however, activists and scholars have begun the hard, constructive project of devising forms of poverty law practice that will allow poverty lawyers to collaborate with individual clients and communities within less dominant and hierarchical structures.% The discussions build on a shared insight that accepts a more modest account of law's transformative power, 37 but also draws on a constitutive theory of law. The new poverty lawyers thus emphasize the need (1985)). 32 DAVIS, supra note 2, at 143. Moreover, this model, Davis suggested, "tends... to undermine the often fragile organizing power of the grass-roots movement." ld.
See, e.g., Richard L. Abel, Lawyers and the Power to Change, 7 LAW & POL'Y 5, 9
(1985) (urging that "legal means of resolving problems should be avoided whenever possible, for they tend to reinforce the client's experience of powerlessness"). to "seek[] to realize collaborative aspirations in everyday institutional settings,, 39 so that lawyers maintain in their relations with clients a dynamic that "enrich[es] and extend[s] the range of possible strategies and outcomes they might cooperatively pursue." 4 0 Commentators offer visions of practice that vary considerably in the emphasis placed on law's comparative advantage relative to other strategic methodologies, on the need for organizational structure, and on the efficacy of courtcentered activity. But these visions share a recognition of the bonds thatjoin client and lawyer together in a common enterprise. 4
II. WELFARE, WORK, AND WORKFARE
The social and political context for poverty law and poor peoples' 41 mobilizations has shifted dramatically over the past thirty-five years. The 1980s and 1990s witnessed a wholesale transformation of the War on Poverty into what sociologist Herbert Gans aptly describes as a War on the Poor, with blame for economic distress placed on individual deficiency rather than structural conditions. 43 Even before Congress "ended welfare as we know it" in 1996, states had begun to impose
S• 44
punitive restrictions on relief recipients. In the process, welfare payments in real terms plummeted to their lowest levels for decades, 39 White, supra note 17, at 159. 40 LOPEZ, supra note 34, at 51. 41 See, e.g., Richard E. Blum, To Peter Cicchino, from the Heart, 9 AM. U. J. GENDER SOC. POL'Y & L. 19, 20 (2001) (explaining that the work of lawyers for the homeless "is grounded in simple human decency, in caring for our fellow human beings, and dare I say it, even love"). 42 ("The category of underclass is defined not only by the perception that its designated members are the chronically poor, but also by the belief that their poverty results from their own failings."). 44 [Vol. 150:173 and the income gap between the richest and poorest grew to its widest." ' Then, in 1996, Congress abolished the half-century-old Aid to 47 Families with Dependent Children ("AFDC") program, thus eliminating any federal safety net for indigent families and their children.
The 1996 Act was said to reflect a consensus that the legal regime of entitlement, a fixed feature of welfare policy since the 1960s, could no longer be sustained. 48 Deploying the rhetoric of personal responsibility, self-sufficiency and independence, the 1996 Act proceeded on a theory that recipients of governmental assistance must accept a "reciprocal set of obligations" with the broader society. 49 Hence, a critical element of fed- 48 The United States, unlike other advanced industrial nations, has never recognized an unconditional entitlement to basic subsistence benefits as a matter of right or need. See Handler, supra note 28, at 967 ("In Europe citizenship included a universal right to a real income not proportionate to the market value of the claimant... . [In the United States, the effort to] creat[e] entitlement-based social rights for the poor in the form of a decent income maintenance system ... [has] stalled."). Instead, a patchwork of categorical welfare programs coexisted uneasily within a framework that based assistance on a number of conditions aimed at identifying the so-called "deserving" poor who for reasons of disability or other "worthy" characteristics, would be excused for their inability to support themselves. Workfare is not work in the classical sense. Although workfare participants labor like any other worker-albeit under far less attractive terms and conditions of "employment"-neither the law nor society accords workfare workers the status, dignity, or protection accorded the regularly employed. Workfare is not recognized as a real job: the recipient lacks the status of employee, 2 does not receive the minimum wage or regular workers' compensation coverage, 4 is not their own choices and individual weakness and failures."); Dorothy E. Roberts In practice, however, the Labor Department's policy does not extend equal treatment to workfare workers because it allows states to count food stamp benefits as "wages" that can satisfy minimum wage requirements. Id. Moreover, even this halfhearted attempt to afford a modicum of protection [Vol. 150:173 POVERTY LAWAND COMMUNITYACTIVISM protected against occupational hazards, 5 and is ineligible for Social Security coverage, the earned income tax credit or unemployment compensation benefits. 5 ' As Peter B. Edelman explains, "[w]orkfare is simply putting people to work doing tasks that do not make them more marketable, because it is unaccompanied by training, basic-skills education, or assistance in finding a job." 5 7 Proponents of workfare argue that the program is intended to socialize welfare recipients to the culture of work by cultivating habits and attitudes needed for wage labor, thereby restoring dignity and self-sufficiency to the economically marginalized. 8 Critics of workfare read a different message in the program's coercive strictures, arguing that it will create a "workto workfare workers drew intense criticism from many state governors and members of Congress, Diller, supra note 51, at 9, and is unlikely to find support in the Bush administration. tor who stated that workfare will "enable an increasingly large population of participants to achieve economic independence through permanent full-time employment").
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA IA W REVIEW fare caste" tending to "debase" recipients," while displacing other lowwage workers and driving wage rates down P 0
In New York City, the Giuliani administration avidly embraced workfare as a pillar of its social policy.' Like several states around the nation, 2 New York City established a substantial workfare program even before the federal government's repeal of the AFDC and devolu-63 tion of block grant authority in 1996. The 1996 Act triggered an expansion of the city's workfare program, 64 and further fueled its already 5) Diller, supra note 51, at 27-28. 60 (1996) [Vol. 150:173 aggressive campaign to purge needy families from the welfare rolls. (Regrettably, no commensurate effort was made to lift these families out of poverty or to address the city's staggering poverty rate, which has not declined despite a decade of unprecedented prosperity.' 6 ) The city's approach was both effectuated and symbolized by its plan to convert income support centers-sites where the poor apply for food stamps, Medicaid, and cash public assistance-into 'Job Centers" that would implement workfare requirements, as well as a strict sanction policy aimed at terminating benefits of any family deemed to have committed even a trivial infraction of program rules."' New York City's welfare-to-work scheme immediately ranked among the most stringent in the nation. The city demanded that recipients perform more hours of "work activity" than required by either state or federal law.' 8 The city channeled a vastly larger proportion of recipients into the most onerous "work activity"-workfare-than other jurisdictions. 6 9 It has refused to recognize certain educational and training programs as "work activities," even though the federal (observing that in anticipation of welfare block granting, New York Governor George Pataki proposed "to reduce New York's AFDC grants by 26%"). government has allowed states to count such programs as "work" and many counties in New York State do so. 70 Further, New York City has systematically pursued policies and practices that have foreclosed higher education as a viable anti-poverty strategy for the vast majority of welfare recipients.' By 1997, New York City had the largest workfare program in the country, with approximately 40,000 welfare recipients consigned to menial workfare positions-sweeping streets, raking leaves, cleaning toilets. From the City's perspective, the program worked brilliantly. Workfare sanctions combined with other restrictive policies resulted in the removal of hundreds of thousands of needy people from assis-73 tance.
One of the many tragic consequences of the city's anti-welfare POVERTY LA WAND COMMUNITY ACTIVISM centage of these individuals were single mothers struggling to obtain the skills and educational credentials needed for ajob that could lift their families out of poverty. Before welfare reform, 27,000 public assistance recipients were working toward degrees in the CUNY system] Within a year, the City had forced thousands of these students out of college and into dead-end workfare positions. 77
III. CASE STUDY: THE WELFARE RIGHTS INITIATIVE AND THE CUNY LAW SCHOOL CLINIC
CUNY Law School viewed this situation as an especially compelling case for intervention. We knew from academic studies that nearly ninety percent of welfare recipients who earned CUNY degrees obtained substantial, living-wage employment and exited the welfare system permanently. By contrast, parents leaving welfare without higher education tended to remain in poverty and cycle back onto relief, 78 ahd those forced into workfare assignments almost never secured sustaining employment. ' We also knew of the human stories behind the statistics-inspiring stories of single mothers struggling against long odds to make ends meet with inadequate funds, to provide decent training, in practice the requirements are so harsh that many people are forced to leave school."). 76 See Karen W. Arenson, Workfare Rules Cause Enrollment To Fall, CUNY Says, N.Y.
TIMES, June 1, 1996, at Al ("At CUNY, which has more students on welfare than any other college or university in the state, the number of those students has already dropped 17 percent from 27,000 a year ago. About 22,000 of CUNY's 206,500 students-more than 11 percent-are on welfare."); Wayne Barrett, Rudy's Milky Way, VILLAGE VOICE (New York), Jan. 26, 1999, at 41, 45 (reporting that since 1995, "the number of CUNY students on home relief has plummeted 86 percent, from 10,512 to 1459," and that since 1996, "CUNY ranks dropped 46.3 percent, from 17,108 to 8836"). 77 and Pennsylvania] to find employment in the primary labor market and become financially independent and secure"). SeeJeffrey B. Fannell, The National Labor Perspective of the AFL-CIO, 73 ST. JOHN'S L. REV. 761, 764 (1999) (citing statistics that more poor people leave the welfare rolls because of sanctions than because they have obtained employment); see also Liz KRUEGER ET AL., WORKFARE: THE REAL DEAL II, at 6-17 (rev. ed. 1997) (noting that fewer than five percent of workfare participants in New York City obtained regular employment and the majority of those positions were low-skill jobs paying sub-poverty wages).
homes for their families, and to obtain the education that would enable them to escape poverty and dramatically alter the life chances of their children. 0 Here, then, was a situation in which a modest commitment of legal resources might enable large numbers of low-income families to transform their lives in profound and enduring ways."
As powerfully as these circumstances motivated the law school to act, we were even more strongly moved by the fact that welfare recipients themselves were already organizing and mobilizing around the issue of higher education and its availability as a humane and effective anti-poverty strategy. A new welfare rights organization-the Welfare Rights Initiative-had sprung up at CUNY's Hunter College campus and was spearheading the effort. The initial concept and design for WRI originated in part from faculty at Hunter College, but leadership and staff positions were soon occupied by women who were themselves current or former welfare recipients. 21 (1997) (interviewing four women who combined studying, working, or raising their children with organizing and helping their fellow students to assert their rights). A typical story was described in a recent WRI publication:
Lisa Cora enrolled in Bronx Community College the same week the welfare department deemed her eligible for $147 every two weeks. Two years later, Lisa is halfway to earning a Bachelor's degree at Hunter College, to be a teacher, the goal she's had for nearly twenty years.
But recently Lisa has been under intense pressure from the Human Resources Administration to quit school and return to low-paying employment. "Unfortunately, each day in college could be my last," Lisa shrugs. She has been ordered to add ten hours of workfare to her schedule.
The first page of Lisa's planner is a multi-color, coded week at a glance with school photos pasted opposite the calendar page, of her 10 year old son smiling shyly, and 7 year old daughter, all brown pensive eyes. Her days start at 6 AM. Blue slots indicate time to fix the kids three meals and green is time to help each with their homework. These are interspersed with five college classes, a 20-hour per week work-study job, and a day's worth of internship hours. She allots less than 6 hours nightly for sleep, that's purple, and three hours for homework, red.
Lisa is just managing. If not for the book bag on her stooped, shawl-clad shoulders, this tiny, pale, twenty-six year old could be mistaken at first glance for a woman twice her age. POVERTY IA WAND COMMUNITY ACTIVISM From its inception, WRI set two broad goals for itself and has continued to pursue them. The first is immediate, issue-focused and instrumental: to help thousands of welfare recipients enrolled at CUNY stay in school and to agitate for reforms that expand welfare recipients' access to higher education. In pursuit of this goal, WRI staff provide direct counseling and advocacy for individual students; they conduct know-your-rights sessions at many of the twenty CUNY campuses to equip recipients to advocate for themselves and for others; they train and support peer advocates; they engage in community and campus organizing and mobilize low-income students and their supporters for demonstrations, speak-outs and public testimony; and they engage in legislative advocacy.
Many of these activities also advance WRI's second, more ambitious goal, which is to open up and fundamentally alter the politics of poverty and welfare. The aim is to democratize these politics, to inject the voices of the poor into the poverty and welfare debate, to debunk • 83 the negative stereotypes that have driven public policy, and to empower poor people to influence public decisionmaking. WRI has pursued this goal through an impressive community leadership program that trains welfare recipients to act as organizers, public speakers, political activists, advocates and community leaders.
In 1997, the CUNY clinic entered into a partnership with WRI, in part as a way of delivering legal services to students in need, but, more fundamentally, because we believed that the collaboration would 138 (1984) (observing that subordinated groups-even those with "indigenous resources"-are often catalyzed into a movement or mobilized into action with the assistance of exogenous activists, elites and institutions); FRANCES Fox PIVEN & RICHARD CLOWARD, POOR PEOPLES' MOVEMENTS: WHY THEY SUCCEED, How THEY FAIL 265 (Vintage Books 1979) (discussing the role of external intellectual resources in the welfare rights movement of the 1960s and concluding that the movement arose "spontaneously" in most respects). 83 See, e.g., GANS, supra note 43, at 11-26 (discussing the pejorative myths and stereotypes that academics and policymakers invented in the late 1960s to characterize the poor).
promote WRI's goals and magnify its impact as a grassroots social justice organization. 8 4 The design of the clinic and the structure of its relationship with WRI reflect this broader goal. In essence, the clinic serves as counsel to WRI and as its legal arm. The clinic provides legal training and support for WRI's lay advocates, staff and counselors to facilitate the organization's outreach and advocacy efforts. The clinic offers WRI's staff and student activists priority access to legal representation in their own welfare cases, to provide a degree of security and breathing space for the individuals whose assertiveness and activism frequently bring them into conflict with welfare officials. The clinic also lends technical and drafting skills to assist in the production of public education materials and position papers, and clinic students conduct joint community education and training sessions with WRI staff. At the heart of the collaboration, though, is the arrangement between WRI and the clinic for providing a high volume of targeted representation to individual students. Both groups understood that if WRI could reliably offer legal assistance to the students it sought to mobilize, the organization would have acquired a potent organizing tool. The clinic therefore agreed to place its entire case-handling capacity at WRI's disposal and committed, insofar as possible, to represent any student referred by WRI. Over the last few years this commitment has meant representing nearly 500 individuals at administrative hearings (most challenging proposed workfare sanctions) and providing counseling or other assistance to a larger number of people. WRI refers to its relationship with the clinic as a "collaborative partnership," and to this joint legal effort as a "a model of service provision as an organizing tool...." It explains the work as follows: "WRI's Supportive Services are provided through a unique collaborative partnership with CUNY Law School. Through an interdisciplinary approach that incorporates law, social work, policy analysis, 84 The notion that poverty lawyers should strive to support and empower poor peoples' organizations is, of course, not new, see, e.g., Wexler, supra note 20, at 1053, and occupied a central place in Ed Sparer's thinking, see Sparer, supra note 21, at 86-88 ("[T]he first step in a grand strategy for lawyers in advancing welfare rights is to serve, and thereby help build, an independent rights movement."). 85 and community organizing, students on public assistance are gaining the knowledge and skills needed for self and peer-representation at administrative fair hearings." 87 From the lawyer's perspective, this nontraditional "collaborative lawyering" model came with its costs: most notably, it required the clinic to sacrifice a great deal of control over its docket. But the model has also brought significant advantages. As anticipated, it contributed powerfully to WRI's organizing and mobilization campaigns, s and, incidentally, added sustaining layers of hope and meaning to the clinic's poverty law practice.
In addition to serving as a resource for organizing and mobilization, the WRI/CUNY collaboration has also had implications for a law reform strategy. Because the clinic handles a high volume of administrative hearings relating to workfare, and represents more student welfare recipients than any other law office in the city, it is able to discern patterns and practices in the administration of the program that might otherwise remain invisible, even if illegal or arbitrary. From this vantage point, the clinic has shared insights, data, and evidence de-87 Id. at 2. 88 WRI's use of legal representation as an organizing tool echoes a similar strategy employed by welfare rights organizers three decades ago, and it raises some of the same issues. In the 1960s, welfare rights organizations built membership by offering legal assistance or other advocacy resources to poor families who became dues-paying members. See PIVEN & CLOWARD, supra note 82, at 286-97 (discussing how welfare rights organizations throughout the country relied primarily on solving the grievances of existing recipients as an organizing strategy). The strategy proved to be quite effective, if only transitory, in expanding the ranks of these organizations and enhancing their influence. Id. at 299. Some commentators have argued, however, that such "conditional benefit" organizing strategies may be unduly coercive or inimical to individual autonomy, at least in the context of welfare organizing. See, e.g., William H. Simon, The Dark Secret of Progressive Lawtyering: A Comment on Poverty Law Scholarship in the Post-Modern, Post-Reagan Era, 48 U. MIAMI L. REV. 1099, 1109-10 (1994) (criticizing the conditional benefit strategy as contrary to the "mainstream conception of advocacy and that of the new poverty law scholarship"). WRI's organizing and mobilization techniques, however, differ meaningfully from these earlier strategies. Unlike welfare rights organizations of the 1960s, WRI offers its services without condition, and refers cases to the clinic based solely on need. Admittedly, most students must interact with WRI in order to access the clinic's legal resources, but WRI does not seek memberships or pressure students to become activists. Whereas welfare rights organizations in the 1960s frequently relied on membership dues as a significant resource, the availability of foundation funds and university resources mitigates this need for WRI. Once WRI refers a student, the clinic establishes a wholly independent relationship with that individual and provides representation without direction or interference from any third party, and in accordance with the Code. See NEW YORK CODE OF PROF'L RESPONSI-BILITY, Canon 5 (2001) ("A Lawyer Should Exercise Independent Professional Judgment on Behalf of a Client.").
veloped at individual hearings with law offices throughout the city, to assist in the design and prosecution of law-reform litigation and in the enforcement of existing decrees. Thus, the large volume of targeted representation, coupled with the benefits that Gary Bellow emphasized a generation ago in advocating what may be called a "focused case pressure" strategy,8 9 magnified the clinic's impact beyond the sum of the individual cases.
Lastly, WRI and the clinic pursued a more direct and explicit law reform strategy. Two years ago, WRI convened a series of meetings with staff, members, attorneys from the clinic and the Legal Aid Society, and representatives of other community groups. The purpose was to develop a state legislative agenda identifying potential reforms to dismantle, or at least minimize, the barriers that have prevented so many families from pursuing higher education as a path out of poverty. Women with firsthand welfare expertise talked about their experiences as college students at CUNY under pressure of the City's workfare requirements, and about the kind of practical changes that would enable them to remain in school and complete their degrees. Participating lawyers from The Legal Aid Society of New York and from the clinic translated these concerns into the technical language of a legislative proposal.
WRI then launched an impressive campaign in support of the proposed reforms. First, WRI staff mobilized CUNY students to educate them about the possible impact of the proposed legislative changes and to organize pressure on state legislators. Next, WRI staff organized public forums to rally support for the legislation. They coordinated multiple trips to Albany to speak with legislators about the proposed changes. They secured backing for the legislation from a number of key organizations and officials around the state. Some of these organizations were natural allies such as college presidents, faculty unions, social welfare agencies and advocacy groups. But WRI won endorsements from less obvious quarters as well, convincing business groups-such as the New York State Business Council and the New York City Partnership-that they shared a set of structural concerns with welfare mothers in college. ° Republican chair of the New York State Senate Welfare Committee, to attend a "Day at CUNY"-to meet with students on several campuses; to hear stories of struggle and hardship directly from the women whose lives and futures were most at stake and would be most improved by the legislation; and to learn firsthand that the dominant myths and stereotypes about welfare mothers do not fit the facts. The lawyers reentered the picture when questions arose about the legality of the proposed changes under federal law and other legal implications of the amendments. The lawyers, in close consultation with WRI, also negotiated specific legislative language with state officials. At this juncture, the danger that the legal professionals' exercise of technical knowledge might overbear or disempower their community-based partners presented itself .91 Understanding this dynamic, and wishing to avoid it, the lawyers attempted to remain in a secondary and facilitative role. ' 2 Others must judge whether these efforts succeeded.
In the end, although the Legislature did not adopt WRI's entire agenda, it did pass legislation that significantly expands welfare recipients' access to higher education. The new law requires welfare departments throughout the State to count work-study positions, internships and externships as "work activities" that can satisfy a college student's workfare obligation. "3 The amendment also prohibits workfare assignments that unnecessarily interfere with the student's ability to pursue a college degree. 94 The Giuliani administration vigorously opposed the bill, even after it passed both houses of the Legislature by wide margins. 9 But after additional organizing and political efforts by WRI, the governor signed the measure into law on October 4, 2000." 6 It took effect in 91 See, e.g., Binny Miller, Give Them Back Their Lives: Recognizing Client Narrative in Case Theory, 93 MICH. L. REv. 485, 506-11 (1994) (criticizing the prevalence of a lawyerdominated approach to strategy and decision making that marginalizes and disempowers clients); Simon, supra note 89, at 1109-10 (arguing that the provision of any professional advice--especially to perennially marginalized or subordinated groupsconstitutes an exercise of power).
92 Cf PIVEN & CLOWARD, supra note 82, at 285 (discussing efforts of organizers and lawyers to limit their roles within welfare rights organizations by "subordinating themselves" to policy decisions made by organization members). December, just in time for the Spring 2001 semester. So now, in theory at least, a CUNY undergraduate can satisfy her workfare requirement as a WRI intern fighting for progressive reforms to the city's workfare policies. I do not mean to suggest that these amendments to New York State's welfare laws effected any fundamental or systemic social change. Indeed, they simply reclaim some of the ground lost since the "welfare reform" tragedy of 1996. But for many thousands of single mothers struggling to earn their college degrees and escape poverty, these changes may well make all the difference.!" And given the political climate, it was truly remarkable that a grassroots organization comprised largely of poor women won progressive reforms of any kind in a state dominated by a Republican governor and a Republican Senate. Finally, beyond the instrumental import of WRI's campaign-the legislative victory-the reform campaign itself proved to be exceedingly valuable. The participants not only reaped the "expressive benefits" of activism, they effectively contested existing social understandings of poverty and welfare and altered, at least incrementally, the tone, process and substance of the public discourse. "
IV. THEORIES OF SOCIAL MOBILIZATION
AND THE NEW POVERTY LAW MOVEMENT Edward Rubin's introductory Article to this Symposium invites participants to "pass[] through the door" of legal scholarship to consider how the literature of social movements might help us better account for the relation between law and social change.: Accepting that invitation, this Part examines whether theories of social movementdrawing from different methodologies and foundational premisesmight usefully contextualize or be illuminated by the interaction of law-yering, grassroots activism and law reform described above.' 00
A. Social Movement Theories
The social movement literature offers no unified account of social change or its relation to legal reform. Happily, Edward Rubin's Article provides an accessible, if provocative, synthesis."" I offer here merely a sketch of the three leading perspectives-the resource mobilization theory, the new social movement theory, and the cognitive praxis theory-with the hope that by simplifying the theories I do not make them seem simplistic in approach.
Resource Mobilization
The theory of resource mobilization, considered the most "American" of approaches to social movements, 102 emerged in the last generation of the twentieth century. 0 3 It focuses on the ways in which "an opposition assembles resources for challenging the incumbents" 4 and examines "the conditions that enable movement organizations to 100 Ed Rubin does not define such concepts as law reform, social movement, or mobilization. Id. at 3. In a similar spirit, I assume that the WRI collaboration with the CUNY Law School clinic is part of a process of social mobilization and social change, however defined. Cf SIDNEY TARROW, POWER IN MOVEMENT: SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND CONTENTIOUS POLITICS 2 (2d ed. 1998) (stating that a social movement refers to "those sequences of contentious politics that are based on underlying social networks and resonant collective action frames, and which develop the capacity to maintain sustained challenges against powerful opponents"); Alain Touraine, An Introduction to the Study of Social Movements, 52 SOC. RES. 749, 750, 760 (1985) (stating that "[t]here is an almost general agreement that social movements should be conceived as a special type of social conflict," but reserving "the concept 'social movements' only to refer to conflicts around the social control of the main cultural patterns").
WI Rubin, supra note 99. gather together the political resources necessary to mount an effective protest."' 0 5 Resource mobilization theorists discount efforts to explain social mobilization as the spontaneous reaction of aggrieved masses against an oppressive society. As "grievances are ubiquitous in a society," they argue, "grievances alone cannot be sufficient conditions for the rise of social movements. The availability of resources and opportunities for collection action were considered more important ... in triggering social movement formation." 00 In seeking to explain why individuals choose to join social movements, resource mobilization theorists emphasize the free rider problem in collective action, and the role that special incentives play in attracting individuals to participate. 1 7 Commentators have applied resource mobilization theory to study the ways in which marginalized groups assemble necessary resources to obtain political rights or social status." 8
The New Social Movements
The theory of new social movements draws from Continental theory and views social mobilization ideologically, as a rejection of conventional participatory institutions and hegemonic regimes. Social movements, by these lights, aim "to politicize the institutions of civil society in ways that are not constrained by the channels of representative-bureaucratic political institutions. "'09 These new social movements seek, as Claus Offe explains, "to reconstitute a civil society that is no longer dependent upon ever more regulation, control, and inter-vention."" Social movements, as Alain Touraine says, are not "peripheral phenomen[a] of deviation," but rather "the fabric of social life," with opposition efforts constitutive of a new form of living that is autonomous and not subject to hegemonic control."' Participants in the new social movements frequently have been characterized as the "relatively privileged," who mobilize "on the basis of nonmaterial issues.
Cognitive Praxis
The theory of cognitive praxis views social mobilizations as an aspect of a social theory of knowledge, processes that enable participants to forge new identities, and that serve "as temporary public spaces, as moments of collective creation that provide societies with ideas, identities, and even ideals."" 3 The cognitive praxis approach regards social knowledge as collectively built, as "the product of a series of social encounters," in which the experiences of the mobilized, the movement, and the opponent, relate and change in ongoing "processes in formation."" 4 Social movements are thus social constructions, constituting the actors' "movable definition of themselves and their social world, a more or less shared and dynamic understanding of the goals of their action as well as the social field of possibilities and limits within which their action takes place."" 5
B. The Case Study Re-examined
The WRI/CUNY collaboration offers an opportunity to explore the explanatory force of these competing social movement theories in a concrete, if localized, context.
Resource Mobilization
The emergence of the WRI/CUNY collaboration and the grass- roots mobilization that resulted might plausibly be explained by resource mobilization theory. First, WRI constituted itself at a public university, drawing on the intellectual and material resources of an established academic center. Likewise, the CUNY School of Law committed additional resources and consciously deployed them in ways that would maximize support for WRI and strengthen its organizing, advocacy and community empowerment efforts. Moreover, WRI's ability to offer legal services might be regarded as a use of selective incentives to overcome collective action problems that could have been a barrier to group activity. Much like the strategy employed by welfare rights organizers in the 1960s (where the offer of help resolving grievances or securing special grants brought thousands of recipients at least temporarily into the movement), WRI's ability to offer legal assistance has drawn large numbers of students from across New York City into contact with the organization. While WRI does not pressure anyone to join or to participate in organizing or advocacy efforts, many of the students who receive representation or other services maintain contact with WRI, respond to mobilization calls, advocate for fellow students, and, in some cases, become allied activists on their own campuses. Just as importantly, the sheer volume of welfare recipients that have turned to and been served by the collaboration has provided WRI with important capital-a strong claim of expertise and a recognized status as an authentic voice and representative of the thousands of welfare recipients enrolled at CUNY. So, too, WRI's affiliation with a law office, as well as a university, seems to have enhanced its perceived status and legitimacy. These endowment effects may have enhanced WRI's perceived status and legitimacy and positioned it to demand reform from policymakers outside its grassroots circle.
The New Social Movements
Viewing the WRI/CUNY collaborative partnership through the lens of new social movement theory shifts the focus to the project's ideological meaning, as expressed in its challenge to many of the "hegemonic constraints" and prevailing assumptions of postindustrial, post-modern society."" WRI's organizing, mobilizing and public education campaigns very explicitly aim to displace the dominant stereotypes and belief systems through which society justifies the conventional roles it assigns to individuals. Indeed, the very possibility of single mothers succeeding as college students in a public university while receiving welfare threatens deeply held assumptions of a political and economic system that ordinarily consigns such individuals, along with other selected groups, to a marginalized and often reviled underclass. The specter of welfare mothers acting as effective community leaders and public speakers, and collaborating in joint ventures with attorneys and law students, delivers a similar threat. That an organization of poor women mounted a sophisticated and successful campaign for legislative reform presses the ideological challenge more deeply. Moreover, the social activism WRI facilitated generated many of the "self-realization" effects associated with new social movements. Having claimed a successful role in the process of social value and public policy formation, the WRI activists-by their own reportbegan to imagine themselves differently and to articulate and assume an empowered collective identity born of their collective action." '
Cognitive Praxis
Finally, the theory of cognitive praxis invites recognition of the cognitive capital that WRI, through its lay leaders and collective participants, creates and cultivates. Although some commentators describe litigation processes as socially debilitating and politically enervating, student participation in the administrative hearing process has generated certain cognitive and political advantages. As WRI explains, WRI and the law students do not solve students' cases for them. Rather they work to assist students to connect with their own sources of strength, to realize their personal capacity to solve their cases, help others and even join together to influence ... just programs and policy. ' (describing new social movements as creating "democratic niches in society in which autonomous social action creates new identities" for movement adherents apart from a .general social identity whose interpretation they contest"). 118 Lewis, supra note 86, at 2. In this respect, the theory of the WRI/clinic collaborative resonates with Gary Bellow's "focused case pressure strategy," a technique through which poverty lawyers concentrate representation on a particular landlord, welfare center or other institution, and, in the process, connect clients encountering similar problems and encourage them to view those problems systematically and re-In the process, WRI reports, "[s] tudents are together realizing the political nature of problems they once perceived as uniquely personal."" l '9 Both the resource mobilization and the new social movement's approaches ignore the cognitive contribution that WRI's mobilizing activities make to law reform efforts. The legislative agenda WRI developed did not proceed as a menu of options, preordained and designated by the lawyers, but rather emerged from the actual, experiential concerns of the individuals affected by the offending policies. The resource mobilization approach assumes that social movements draw resources from exogenous sources-from legislatures, lawyers, and labor markets; the cognitive approach recognizes that social movements provide resources from endogenous sources, adding to intellectual capital and changing existing discourses. WRI puts it nicely in one of its public fliers: "WRI is tapping the resource represented by 10,000 CUNY students who are themselves claimants of public assistance.' 20 This resource, the experiential base of those affected by regulation, is otherwise too often ignored, silenced, and rendered illegitimate.
Do these theories, together, contribute to the understanding of how social movements contribute to, or facilitate, law reform? What lessons might one draw from the collaborative partnership that the case study describes? WRI's work with the clinic does not suggest easy generalization, in part because of its idiosyncratic nature. The collaboration involves activists and lawyers working within a progressive university community, 1 2 ' the fact that CUNY students occupy both spond collectively. See Bellow, supra note 89, at 119-22. Social movement theorists refer to this sort of intervention as "defining and interpreting grievances" and describe it as a function of social movements. See Klandermans, supra note 117, at 9 ("One's interpretations, rather than the reality itself, guide political actions.... According to scholars who emphasize grievance interpretation, the crucial variables in movement mobilization are not anger or frustration, but the belief that one's interests are common interests, as well as the perception of injustice-that is, the belief that these interests are legitimate .... "); cf White, supra note 7, at 539-40 ("Litigation provides a setting-a set of experiences-which might enable poor people to become more politically effective in their own lives.").
H9 Lewis, supra note 86, at 2. places in the lawyer-client relationship contributes to feelings of trust,1 22 and the clinic has more flexibility than the traditional legal services office to redeploy resources and to alter structures in order to adapt to the constituencies' perceived sense of need and strategy. These factors help produce complex synergies between activists working for social change and lawyers seeking law reform, confirming that law reform-even in the narrow sense-serves both as goal and as means for further social movement and, conversely, that grassroots mobilization likewise has value as both an end in itself and as a means for achieving immediate issue-specific reforms. The clinic could not have operated very successfully (and may not have come into existence at all) but for the emergence of a grassroots welfare rights organization. The alliance we formed in turn assisted WRI's organizing and mobilization efforts and helped WRI establish itself-in the eyes of recipients, the advocacy community, other institutions and public officials-as credible experts and the legitimate voice for this population and this issue. That standing, coupled with access to legal expertise and the ability to mobilize large numbers of people, figured heavily in WRI's ability to secure legal reforms through amendments to state law. The legislative victory has, in turn, given rise to new opportunities for rights education and enforcement, provided a new focus for organizing, enhanced the standing of WRI even further, and positioned it to expand its base of support to pursue new reforms. 1 3 If these experiences teach any lesson, that lesson emdiverse populations of New York City, including low-income individuals. Founded in 1983, CUNY School of Law defines its mission as "training law students for public service" and advancing social justice. CUNY SCHOOL OF LAW BULLETIN 6 (2001). 122 phasizes the need to be sensitive to localized contexts and the details of everyday relations. CONCLUSION This Article joins a broader conversation that seeks, in part, to surface questions about the interaction between social activism and law reform. Although there may be no body of literature that fully explores the connection between social mobilization and the process of legal change, at least some scholars and some activists have been attentive to this relationship. Ed Sparer, in whose memory this Symposium convenes, was one such scholar-activist. Unconsciously we may think of social movements only as grand and visible-as powerful surges of creative energy aimed at fundamental social change and legal reform. But we should not lose sight of the smaller, less visible struggles that contribute in unexplained ways to a more humane society. As Sparer reminds us, "[t]oo many persons, including a large percentage of welfare lawyers, do not understand that large forward movements are possible only as the expectations of people increase as a result of numerous small struggles, reforms, and increased understanding.",1
